SPIELART 2007: Newsletter No. 7
THE REAL FICTION

Ladies and Gentlemen, dear friends of SPIELART,

In the following newsletters until the begin of the festival we will present the
highlights and program lines of the festival:
Using latest developments in immersive media, CREW offers a theatrical reflection upon the
tragic condition of technology. Starting from Stravinsky’s Oedipus Rex, the performance
O_REX will negotiate the in-between of the virtual and the real. O_REX ingredients: high
technology environment, state of the art sound-technology, immersants, actor, soprano,
robotics and sound, robotic laptops, photo-luminescent floor and walls, 3D vision and
immersive technology, Stravinsky, Pavese….
MON 19.11. and TUE 20.11., 8.30 pm, Muffathalle
With GENERATION JEANS the Free Theatre Minsk presents a monologue about jeans,
rock-music, and freedom. The story begins in the Soviet Union where jeans and rock-music
were prohibited. If you sell jeans you will be caught up by the KGB. The story transforms
from that time to the current days of the dictatorial regime of Belarus through the story of
arrests of the main hero, his friends, through kidnappings.
THU 29.11., 7:30 pm and FRI 30.11., 8 pm, Muffathalle, Ampère
Cuqui Jerez offers in THE REAL FICTION the most surprising theatre show of the festival.
Together with her performers the Spanish director developed an exceedingly concise and on
its margins ungraspable show. Perhaps, it is a motion picture being shot, or maybe a show is
about to be invented, however, it is an extension of the peripheries of theatre and fiction.
FR 30.11., 20.30 Uhr und SA 1.12., 19 Uhr, Muffatwerk
Detailed information you find at www.spielart.org
Yours sincerely,
The SPIELART-Team

Ticket sale starting on September 28 via München Ticket, Tel 089-54 81 81 81,
www.muenchenticket.de
<http://www.muenchenticket.de>
Information Tel 089 – 280 56 07, Email: info@spielmotor.de, www.spielart.org
<http://www.spielart.org>
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